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Developers
are a tough
crowd.
Back

They have limited time, they don’t like to be sold to,
and they certainly don’t pick up the phone. Painfully
aware of this reality, technical founders have become
anti-marketing and sales.
And yet companies like Stripe, Snyk, and MongoDB
are killing it (we’re talking nearly $400 billion in market
value) with developers as their core audience.
So what’s the secret sauce?
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Developers aren't mysterious.
Developers are humans.
Back
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This playbook encompasses multiple flavors of
developer-focused go-to-market strategies*
*Not mutually exclusive. These models are beginning to overlap.

Open source

API-first

Developer applications

Open-source audiences demand high value
in exchange for payment, but they consistently
innovate and provide impressive feedback loops.

Audiences for these products can be
challenging to target from a value proposition
and messaging perspective. These deals
typically have stakeholders outside of a
developer’s sphere. These businesses usually
move into the applications space.

Apps are a bit easier to take to market than
other groups, but your relationship with and
empathy for a developer will make or break
your business.
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Questions we'll answer:
Why don't the expectations of technical founders
match developer purchasing preferences?
Why don’t traditional go-to-market (GTM) tactics
work on developers?
How do developers prefer to interact with and
purchase software?
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Our findings are backed by multiple sources:
We conducted 15+ in-depth interviews with GTM and operations
executives at top-performing, developer-focused SaaS businesses.
We interviewed 50+ developers on how they purchase software.
We analyzed patterns in publicly traded companies.
We leveraged OpenView’s proprietary insights from working directly
with developer-focused portfolio companies.
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Selling to developers
is different, not difficult.
And there's no reason why your company can't do it.
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The Developer Market
How has the IT buyer changed, and
what strategies work best to attract them?
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HOW WE GOT HERE:

Technology
has evolved
—and so has
the way we
buy software
Back

1990s

2000s

Today

You can use the internet as
long as no one is making
a call or accidentally picks
up the phone.

Wearing white headphones
becomes the ultimate status
symbol—even when they
secretly aren't plugged
into an iPod.

People and technology
have never been more
accessible, yet humans
have never been less
approachable.
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THE EVOLUTION OF SOFTWARE BUYING

Infrastructure

1990s

2000s

Today

Data centers

Cloud

Connected Cloud
DEVELOPERS TODAY

Buyer

CIO

Executive

Pricing

Large upfront
purchase

Recurring annual
purchase

Distribution

Sales-led
growth

Marketing-led
growth
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End user

Start for free,
pay later as usage grows

Product-led
growth
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Developer-first companies carry significant
public market value
Market cap of select developer-focused SaaS companies ($B)
$60

$40

$20

$0
Atlassian

Twilio

Datadog

MongoDB

Elastic

Source: Seeking Alpha
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Atlassian’s success
has created its own
lore for emerging
technical founders
Fake news
Atlassian had sales, but they used a low-touch
model when, at the time, a traditional executive
decision-maker approach was the norm.
The perception that you don’t need go-to-market
(sales and marketing) is still pervasive among
developer-focused founders despite Atlassian’s
fact-checking.
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Successful developer-focused companies
do two important things
FREE TRIAL

Try before you buy

Pay for value

Successful developer-focused companies let
people try the product before they buy it.

Successful developer-focused companies base
their pricing on value (which is why developers
want to try before they buy).
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A free offering is table stakes for
developer-first companies
100

Forbes Cloud 100
89%

Public companies

75

72%
50

25

28%
11%

0
Free Product / Free Trial
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Developer-focused companies price on usage
Of the companies with public pricing, 92% had a usage-based pricing model.

User-based
8%

58%
Public
pricing

42%
Ask for
pricing

Usage-based
92%
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The Playbook
Forget what you think you know
about building a developer-first company.
Back
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Developer Founders'
Perception

Developer Founders'
Reality

If I build it (an amazing product or API),
they (developers) will come.

Developers are humans. They need to discover,
activate, and scale with your product.

Who needs sales and marketing?
I don’t want those suits running my business.

Just because the traditional SaaS GTM playbook
doesn’t work with developers, it doesn’t mean
*all* sales and marketing won’t work.

Let's have our growth hacker make us go
viral on Hacker News, and the community
will take it from there.

The best developer-focused GTM often exhibits
consistent, methodical investments that pay off in
the long run. They don't optimize for quick wins.
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Developers prefer a
different buyer journey
from traditional SaaS.
Here's what they actually want:
Back
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WHAT TRADITIONAL SAAS MODELS TEACH

Prospect

Lead

Opportunity

Point of
Contact

Closed
Deal

THE CUSTOMER JOURNEY DEVELOPERS PREFER

Discover
End organizations’
best channels of being
discovered by developers
differ, but key categories
include community and
workflow-based discovery.
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Start

Activate

After someone discovers
you, you still need to
leverage messaging
to get them into the
application.

Activation is the key to
the growth engine of all
product-led businesses.

Convert
Conversion is the latter
half of the growth engine
in a developer-focused
model. Getting it right
requires serious work.

Scale
Your work isn't done once
someone converts.
Organizations must work to
retain users and monetize
them further.
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Making Your Software
Discoverable
How can you attract developers to your product?
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Developer Founders'
Perception
If I just have XYZ influencer talk about my
product, we’ll get a rush of signups.

We can all pitch in and participate in the
community discussion.

Should we go to AWS re:Invent again?
Last time we paid $50k for a booth and only
got two signups.
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Developer Founders'
Reality
Developers usually sign up because they're
experiencing a problem in that moment.

Developers can tell if a community is legit by
how much people are contributing.

Developers attend events to level up their skills,
not to buy software.
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Successful developerfocused businesses
primarily grow through
organic methods.
"Organic" means anything you don't have to pay for.
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Engineers are naturally
curious people who
will be far more interested
in content that teaches them
something rather than just
trying to get them to buy.
–Ashley Smith, former CMO at GitLab
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Discovery best practices can vary widely
depending on your product type
Open source

API-first

Developer applications

Open source gets you a built-in
audience, especially if you're the
proprietary creator of the tool.

API-first products have a high
switching cost, so it helps to be a
category creator or have an
innovative go-to-market approach.

Developer applications can
enable collaborative work inside
an experience
that you own.

For example, payments platforms
existed but Stripe built APIs for
payments, enabling them to capture a
market.

Push your product team to build
collaboration abilities into your
tool from day one.

This means you have an extremely
large audience, but you must be
selective and targeted with your
commercialization strategy.
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Snyk
Case Study
Build a sidecar product that's valuable for
a wide net of developers.
Snyk’s Advisor tool helps developers understand
how safe and active over 1 million open-source
projects are.
This tool has the perk of enabling programmatic
SEO, capturing the attention of a developer
searching for the answer to “Is X package
popular/safe/going to be a good decision?”
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Algolia
Case Study
Build SEO that makes it impossible
NOT to find your product.
Algolia has worked hard on an automated SEO
strategy that covers the long tail of verticalized
SEO. Their landing page strategy follows the
idea that users are searching for answers to
workflow problems in the moment.

When searching for a specific search function for a vertical use case,
Algolia is always number one in SEO.
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Every specific search type that Algolia enables
also comes with branded examples, which
drives home the idea that Algolia is trusted in
the developer community.
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Stripe
Case Study
Documentation is one of the top discovery
channels for a product. This is because
developers find products by searching for
answers to workflow questions.
Stripe's documentation is polished and gives
clear context for why you’d need to use Stripe.
Documentation is also syndicated via videos on
YouTube for additional discoverability.
In the screenshots of Stripe's documentation from 2013 and 2019,
you can see how the company prioritizes navigability and explaining
themselves to new users.
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Learn more about how to create great
documentation here.
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Don’t sleep on word-of-mouth:
Invest in a long-term
community strategy.
Here's how it breaks down:
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Community
is made up
of two core
building blocks

Back

Forums

Events

Places where developers come
passively to ask questions or
exchange experiences.

Live meetings (online or off)
where developers can
exchange ideas.

A community manager (CM)
typically runs the show.

A developer advocate (DA)
handles management.
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COMMUNITY BUILDING BLOCKS

CMs should leverage existing forums like
Stackshare, Discord, Reddit, and Quora to
educate the broader community.
CMs can identify influencers on these
communities and engage with them.

Forums

Back

The company should decide whether there's
enough of a need to develop a proprietary
community (often on Discord or Slack).
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COMMUNITY BUILDING BLOCKS

If your audience is broad enough, possibly
because you’re open source, you can host
proprietary events online or in-person.

Events

Back

You can also take advantage of the
audiences of adjacent or complementary
products by hosting events together.
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MongoDB
Case Study
Run proprietary events to evangelize the
anti-relational database.
MongoDB hosted multiple events every day
in the early days of the business.
These events were on a global scale.
Localized events with small, city-based
MongoDB user groups focused on
passionate users.
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GitHub
Case Study
Create superfans.
Sponsored any employee to speak at a
conference and hosted an open bar afterward
for attendees who wanted to chat.
Messaged active users directly if they were going
to be in their area to meet up.
Sent swag to users who hit certain thresholds.
Hired top community participants as support.
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Twilio
Case Study
Define and brand a market trend that
excites developers.
Since at least 2015, Twilio’s annual event, Signal,
has focused on “the developer era” and how Twilio
answers the needs of that audience.
CEO Jeff Lawson published a book about why
empowering developers is becoming more
important.
Twilio recently released TwilioQuest, a competitive
game for devs to show off their Twilio skills.
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HOW TO MEASURE ORGANIC DISCOVERY

It’s never too early to start tracking how people
are finding you via:

KPIs and
measurement

Asking during onboarding
Tracking with analytics
Tracking your Natural Rate of Growth to
ensure that your growth engine is working
Additional metrics re: community health here
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COMMON PITFALLS WITH ORGANIC DISCOVERY

Common
pitfalls

Continuously iterate.
We plateaued after we hit the 'early adopter'
wave, so we had a year of slow growth as we
fine-tuned our SEO strategy. If something is
working, keep building on it.
–Commercial Leader
You have to respect your community.
If you try anything that’s the least bit shady, they
will immediately know it.
–Commercial Leader
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Getting Developers Into
Your Product
It's more than software—it's your brand.
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Developer Founders'
Perception

Developer Founders'
Reality

Developers don’t have time
to look at websites, they
just get into the product.

Developers consistently
use a mental checklist to
evaluate software.

Messaging and product
positioning is old school.

If a developer doesn't feel
like you're speaking to
them and their needs,
they won't sign up.
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Brand and messaging are key
to winning this audience.
Don't be afraid of hiring an expert.
Back
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Core Pillars of Developer Messaging

Honesty
Keep users and community in
the loop about what changes
you’re making and why—from
both a product and
commercialization standpoint.
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Clarity
Say what you need
to—without embellishment.

Usefulness
Make your materials genuinely
helpful, not just something you're
trying to get developers to buy.

Authenticity
Get to know your audience
and reflect them in your
brand’s voice. Publicly say
“no” to initiatives and issues
that combat that.
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Elastic
Case Study
Authentically protective of community.
In January 2021, Elastic released a license
change that was vocally against Amazon’s use
of the Elasticsearch service.
This is a great example of keeping all changes
out in the open in the interest of transparency
and protecting the community of open-source
Elastic users.
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GitLab
Case Study
Radical transparency into marketing practices.
GitLab takes authenticity to the next level by publishing
their marketing handbook on their website.
The handbook keeps all interested parties in the loop
about the marketing calendar, how the team makes
decisions, the process, and how to contact the team.

The GitLab marketing team manages all their processes in public
GitLab repos. The calendar above is live and active.
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Overall, the GitLab team has built their brand on being
transparent on hiring, salaries, and more. This public
marketing process is in line with that messaging.
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Cypress
Case Study
The core call-to-action on Cypress’s website leads
interested parties to begin running the package on
their machine.
This ”no-frills” approach also saves developers from
having to poke around the website, and it shows that
the team knows they can be useful to this audience,
too.
Cypress’s core call-to-action is to install the Test Runner
in your command line.
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How well does your website get
developers to start using the product?
Lowest quartile

Median

Top quartile

Best-in-class

VISITOR TO FREE ACCOUNT CONVERSION

1%

2%

3%

4%

5%

6%

7%

8%

9%

10%

11%

12%

Benchmarks range from 2-7%
Source: 2020 OpenView SaaS Product Benchmarks Survey, N=153.
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Making Your Product
Valuable
Getting to the "aha" moment.
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Developer Founders'
Perception

Developer Founders'
Reality

There’s only one thing
to do in our product!
People will figure it out.

Developers aren't robots.
Don’t just hand them docs
and tell them to get started.

Developers just want the
API keys and the docs.

Back

A little help goes a long
way in helping developers
discover value quickly.
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If we build a great product,
people will just know how
to use it.
–Every failed product manager ever
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In OpenView-led interviews, developers noted that they ran into many hurdles unlocking value (the activation point) in products.

Activation
should be...

Back

1

2

3

Easy for the average
user to achieve.

Completed
relatively quickly.

Correlated to positive
performance—
improvements to activation
should flow through to
conversion, expansion,
retention, and virality.
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Activation is tougher to measure and
identify in some offerings
Open source

API-first

Developer applications

Many open-source creators opt out
of tracking user activity.

API-first products, since they don’t
typically have a proprietary UI,
can sometimes struggle to drive
users toward ideal journeys like
they could if they had an
application and onboarding.

Developer applications don’t have
as many of the challenges as the
other two categories.

This can mean your team is unable
to measure activation unless users
move onto a cloud-based version
of your tool, which might come
after monetization.
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Selectively take best practices from
both freemium SaaS applications
and excellent B2C experiences.

This makes documentation that
much more important.
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Logz.io
Case Study
Enable value discovery with test data.
Developer-focused tools often require a heavy lift
from the end user to get up and running.
One way to get around this is to help the developer
visualize what the product looks like when it’s
integrated into someone’s stack.
Logz.io asks users if they’d like to visualize the log management tool
with test data so they can understand the look and feel of the interface.
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Datadog
Case Study
Thoughtfully guide users to next steps.
While developers like to explore products on their
own (without guided demos, walkthroughs, or
video tours), they aren’t mind-readers.
Datadog has created stopgaps for users who don’t
leverage onboarding by building pointers and
value discovery into blank screens on the platform.
In every single one of the blank screens a user encounters in Datadog,
there are instructions on how they can start to see information flow
through to that feature or page.
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Cypress
Case Study
Highlight moment of value in docs.
Users get the most value from Cypress Dashboard if
they integrate the product with their CI tool.
Cypress reminds users of this regularly in the
documentation, and regularly links back to the docs
that highlight how to integrate CI with Cypress.
Continuous integrations, and the value users would find from the integration,
is mentioned in every subset of the Cypress Dashboard documentation.
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HOW DOES YOUR ACTIVATION RATE STACK UP TO BENCHMARKS?
Multi-user products

Activation
rate
Details

Examples

~20%
Requires action from a
secondary user to see value
Secondary user is frequently
in external org

Typeform:
You send a survey
and 5 people return it

Teams products

~20%
Must activate multiple
users in order to see
value in product

Single-user products

~40%
Value can be reached
by single user

Browser extensions

>50%
Benefit from having clear
and simple use case with
a single core action
Tend to be more B2C
and prosumer

Slack
3 users in the product
sent and received 50
messages

Cypress.io
A user created 5+
builds in 7 days

Cypress
You turn on a
password manager

Most developer tools are here
Back
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Getting Users to
Pay for the Product
Sales is a delicate dance.
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Developer Founders'
Perception

Developer Founders'
Reality

Developers don’t want to
talk to salespeople.

Sometimes I want a demo or to
ask really deep questions about
the product. I never want to
talk to sales right away.

Not all developers want to
pay for software, there’s so
much open-source out there.

Once we start using something
broadly at an organization,
it feels weird if we’re not
paying something for the tool.

Quotes from OpenView interviews with developers on their software purchasing behavior
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The no-sales fantasy unmasked
Top developer-focused companies have substantial headcount in sales
1,250
1,000
750
500
250
0
Snyk

Databricks

MongoDB

Atlassian

Source:LinkedIn
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Developers admit that they would work with sales
Would you ever talk to sales while trying out a product?

Yes
43%
No
57%

Back
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Twilio
Case Study
Put the customer first
Before designing a process, the team asks, “How do
our customers want to buy?” Spoiler: Most
developers want to buy via self-service.
Most sales outreach only comes after a user raises
their hand or triggers a very high usage limit that
indicates they may qualify for an Enterprise deal.

Twilio has the call-to-action to talk to an expert and a phone number to talk
to a real person on every page of their website. This is increasingly rare for
self-service businesses.

Back

On the flip side, they provide the opportunity to talk
to the solutions team early on, to have conversations
about building products on the platform.
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Key decision-maker

Snyk
Case Study

Different team
about to hit
threshold

User 1

Leveraging account-based contact creation.

Paying team

User 2

User 3

While anyone can sign up for the product and use
it for free, the sales team leverages account-based
contact creation, combining usage of individuals
and rolling them up back to a commercial account
for smarter targeting.
This information is rolled up and related back to the
senior contact on the account, so they can
understand the value that their business is already
getting from Snyk.
This is a challenge at many self-service companies,
and Snyk handles it well.
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How you sell is as important as what
you sell—especially when it comes to
working with developers.

– James Allgrove, Fmr Head of Revenue, Stripe
Back
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Sales shouldn't be the first
touchpoint with your
product, but they can pull
the conversion forward.
Be creative and leverage your own product to entice your users to convert.
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Developerfocused tools
leverage PQLs
to provide the
best experience.
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What is a
PQL?
A PQL is a product-qualifiedlead, meaning that actions
taken in the product by a
free user help to qualify that
user for outreach by the
sales team.

For sales:
PQLs are valuable
because they focus the
sales team and help
them prioritize the most
valuable leads.

For growth
team:
Identifying which behaviors
and metrics generate a PQL
help give the Growth team KPIs
to better understand if their
experiments are successful
with a leading indicator
(ex: percent of cohort that
gets to an activation point),
rather than a lagging one
(ex: conversion rate).
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3

Key factors
to build sales
teams
Back

Know your
audience

Team
personality

Team
operations

Understand what
challenges developers
who get value from
your product face.

Hire tech-savvy
salespeople who can
build trust with
technical audiences.

Train your team on a
broad range of
questions for your
platform, with coverage
of edge use cases.

Leverage the product
to get context on
where users might be
stuck, or to pre-empt
questions they’ll have.

As your team grows,
add additional support
functions like sales
engineers to help
navigate complex deals.
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Do developers think your product
is worth paying for?
Lowest quartile

Median

Top quartile

Best-in-class

FREE TO PAID CONVERSION

1%

2%

3%

4%

5%

6%

7%

8%

9%

10%

11%

12%

13%

14%

15%

16%

17%

18%

19%

Benchmarks range from 6-20%
Source: 2020 OpenView SaaS Product Benchmarks Survey, N=153.
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20%

Scaling
After a developer pays for your product,
is it possible to monetize further?
Back
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Developer Founders'
Perception

Developers will
never pay over X
amount for any
one tool.
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Developer Founders'
Reality

Look, as long as
we’re getting value,
we don’t have
qualms on spend.

Next

Many SaaS businesses
focus on retention.
But developers are loyal to products, so it's worth focusing on expanding their spend.
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Net Dollar Retention (NDR, %) among recent SaaS IPOs
shows why dev-focused companies should focus on expansion
General SaaS Developer-focused
200%

150%

158%
139% 136% 135%
132% 130% 130% 130%

125% 124% 123% 122%
120% 120% 120%

100%

115% 113% 112%
111%

105% 104%

100% 100%

96%

50%
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Datadog had a ton to offer developers in 2012

Datadog
Case Study
Iterate for user need.
Datadog began with a singular product, but
they now offer a full suite of tools for DevOps
engineers and their growing needs.

The offering was larger and more refined in 2017

Back

And is enormous in 2021
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MongoDB
What we're also seeing is small
development teams signing up
through self-serve, who are parts
of big organizations.
But they just want to get going
on Atlas, play with it, launch some
applications on it, and get a feel
for it as a precursor to maybe a
big deployment of Atlas.

Case Study
MongoDB’s revenue grows when users need
more clusters and networking resources. So as
their customers become more sophisticated,
their revenue naturally expands.

–Dev Ittycheria, CEO at MongoDB, Q3 2021 Earnings

Back
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Atlassian
Case Study
Buy adjacent offerings.
M&A is a part of Atlassian’s growth strategy—
identifying adjacent products, people, and
teams that would best serve their existing base.
Don’t underestimate how difficult it can be to
bring one company into yours. There’s a
reason Atlassian is the market leader here.

While most companies will make an acquisition every few years,
Atlassian will do 2-3 acquisitions annually.
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Does your product
enable expansion?
Lowest quartile

Median

Top quartile

Best-in-class

ANNUAL NDR

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

110%

120%

130%

140%

Benchmarks range from 90-140%
Source: 2019 OpenView SaaS Metrics Survey, N=639.
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Wrap Up
Have your perceptions changed?
Back
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Developer Founders'
Perception

Developer Founders'
Reality

If I build it (an amazing product or API),
they (developers) will come.

Developers are humans. They need to discover,
activate, and scale with your product.

Who needs sales and marketing?
I don’t want those suits running my business.

Just because the traditional SaaS GTM playbook
doesn’t work with developers, it doesn’t mean
*all* sales and marketing won’t work.

Let's have our growth hacker make us go
viral on Hacker News, and the community
will take it from there.

The best developer-focused GTM often exhibits
consistent, methodical investments that pay off in
the long run. They don't optimize for quick wins.

Back
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Customer journey:
How do you stack up?
Start

Activate

Convert

ACTIVATION

FREE TO PAID

VISITOR TO FREE ACCOUNT

Scale
ANNUAL NDR

Grouping

Conversion

Grouping

Conversion

Lowest Quartile

2%

Team Products

~20%

Lowest Quartile

6%

Lowest Quartile

Median

5%

Individual Products

~40%

Median

9%

Top Quartile

7%

Top Quartile

12%

Median
Top Quartile

100%
110%

Best-in-Class

11%

Best-in-Class

20%

Best-in-Class

140%

Back

Grouping

Conversion

Grouping

Conversion
90%
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THE EXPANSION STAGE VC
Our mission is to improve people’s working lives.
We do this by:
Investing in the best software companies
Helping our portfolio companies accelerate growth
and become market leaders
Learn more at ov.vc
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Thanks for reading.
Let us know what you think on LinkedIn
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